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Abstract — In order to reduce the adverse effects of wind and photovoltaic power output fluctuations in the micro-grid, hybrid 
energy storage system, mainly super capacitor and Li-ion batteries are adopted to smooth the power fluctuations. A filtering 
method based on discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied in this paper to obtain the smoothed output which meets the power 
fluctuation requirements. Meanwhile, the target output of the hybrid energy storage system is determined. Taking the maximum 
charging/discharging power constraints and the charging state of storages (SOC) into consideration, an optimized power allocation 
strategy based on fuzzy control theory is proposed. Based on the strategy, an optimization model for capacity allocation with the 
objective of the minimum total cost of the hybrid energy storage system is established, which also takes the fluctuation rate and the 
constraints of the energy storage devices into concern. The genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal configuration. 
Furthermore, the influence of errors between its actual output and the target output on the energy storage system capacity is 
analyzed. The efficiency of the method has been proved through the simulation example, and the required power and capacity of 
storage can be reduced with certain tolerance of the smoothing goal. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As with the intermittency and randomness caused by 
renewable energy generation, such as solar and wind energy 
generation, the fluctuation of output power brings about 
huge impact both on the grid and customers, which may 
finally exert adverse influences on various aspects. Energy 
Storage System (ESS) which is distinguished by chargeable 
and dischargeable characteristics has provided ideal 
solution to a number of challenges facing the micro-grid [1-
3]. By exploiting energy storage technology, utilization of 
renewable energy is promoted, and the performance of 
micro-power as well as the consumption of power 
generated by renewable energy is improved [4]. 

Due to the different characteristics of energy storage 
facilities, their applicable occasions vary widely. Power-
type storage medium responds fast and has low energy 
density, whereas its power density is relatively high. In this 
case, it is suitable for the absorption of power fluctuation 
which changes fast but lasts for a short time. In contrast, 
energy-type storage medium has slow response speed, low 
power density and high energy density. Based on these 
characteristics, these facilities will be useful in the 
absorption of power fluctuation which changes of power  
fluctuation which changes slowly and lasts for long time [6]. 
Generally, taking advantage of only one kind of energy 
storage medium cannot meet various requirements of power 
supply for micro-grid. Therefore, it has come into our focus 
to adopt hybrid energy storage technology by integrating 
different kinds of energy storage facilities [7,8]. Suazo-
Martinez, Cet al.[9] formulated a method based on an 

adapted Unit Commitment to optimize the Energy Storage 
System and assess the use of it. 

However, the filter method mentioned in [11] strongly 
depends on renewable power output at previous moment. If 
there is a sudden change of output power, the performance 
of filter drops dramatically and therefore imposes adverse 
influence on smoothing effect. Dougal R.A et al.[12] 
introduced an idea which combines super-capacitors and 
batteries together into the hybrid energy storage system. An 
amount of work [13-15] has been done on smoothing output 
power by integrating super-capacitors and batteries into a 
hybrid system. Hong et al.[16] developed a method in 
which super-capacitors and flow cells are respectively used 
to absorb power fluctuation in different band of frequencies. 
As different energy storage facilities have fixed 
compensation frequency scale, they have difficulties in 
satisfying requirements in different situations. Han et al. 
[17]proposed a method to smooth fluctuation based on 
wavelet packets decomposition theory, and defined the 
frequency compensation range of different storage facilities 
according to their characteristics. Additionally, many 
researchers [13-17] have investigated on the improvement 
of smoothing effect and power distribution among different 
energy storage facilities of a hybrid storage system, 
regardless of the configuration method. Rodolf et al. [18] 
researched on the source and energy storage configuration 
problems and formed a multi-objective optimization by 
considering decreasing the levelized cost of energy, 
minimizing the equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2) lifecycle 
emission. The optimal source and ESS configuration 
method was acquired by performing MOEA. Li et al. [19] 
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stabilize fluctuation by hybrid energy storage system, they 
examined aggregated and distributed connection topologies 
of the ESS technologies integrated in a wind farm. The 
optimal configuration of ESS was also solved by 
implementing the genetic algorithm. However, the state of 
charge has not been taken into consideration in this model. 

In this paper, a method based on Discrete Fourier 
Transform has been developed to determine the 
compensation frequency and optimal configuration of ESS. 
Furthermore, one kind of optimal power distribution 
strategy based on fuzzy logic control theory is put forward 
to find a compromise between the charging states and 
maximum charging and discharging power constraints of 
these two energy storage medium which finally contributes 
to effectively dividing fluctuation power. In addition, to 
minimize the cost, the genetic algorithm is used to solve the 
optimal configuration of hybrid energy storage system 
under constraints of power fluctuation. Finally, considering 
the randomness of power fluctuation, flexible constraints 
are introduced, and influence on the ESS configuration is 
discussed when there exists a certain deviation between real 
output power and target output power which could be a 
reference for compromise between performance and cost of 
hybrid ESS.art I. 

II. POWER SMOOTHING TARGET SELECTION 

A.  SMOOTHING POWER TARGET  

The degree of power fluctuation can be measured using 
variance and standard deviation in statistics, which may 
lead to the lost of the time scale information. In this paper, 
the maximum volatility of renewable energy output power 
within the time T min is defined:  

1 2 1 2
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      (1) 

where, Pinstall represents the rated installed power of 
renewable energy systems whose unit is kW; Pi is the 
sampling power of renewable energy power generation 
system within the specified time window; Iflu, T is the largest 
renewable energy power output volatility within the time 
window and its unit is %. The larger Iflu, T is, the greater the 
output fluctuation of renewable power within time T will 
be, and vice versa. 

Studies have shown that the probability of the per 
minute power output rate of Jiuquan wind farm ranging 
between 0 and 0.6 percent is approximately 90%, while the 
probability that the rate ranging between 0 and 1.5 percent 
is about 99% [20]. In this paper, the requirement for 
smoothing output power of renewable energy generation is 
that the maximum fluctuation rate should not exceed the 
upper limit within the given time window T min: 

max
flu, flu,T TI I         (2) 

B.  The Calculation of Smoothing Target Based on DFT 

In this paper, according to [20], filtering method based 

on Discrete Fourier Transform is applied to filter out high-
frequency signal volatility and retain the low frequency 
signal which changes relatively slowly. The filtered-out 
high-frequency power is absorbed by the energy storage 
system, while the remaining low-frequency power is the 
smooth output of renewable energy power and energy 
storage system. Energy storage system absorbs consumptive 
power through following steps: 

Step1: Calculate the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 
of the renewable power energy sample data: 
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where PG=[PG(1),…,PG(i) ,…,PG(N)]T represents the 
output power sample data of renewable power energy. PG 
(i) represents the output power value at sampling time i; N 
is the total number of sampling points; F(PG) represents the 
output data after discrete Fourier transforming of PG; 
AG(i)=RG(i)+jIG(i)represents the magnitude of Fourier 
transform result of corresponding frequency f(i) at sampling 
time i . RG(i)、IG(i) respectively represents the real and 
imaginary part of the amplitude; fG is a frequency column 
vector corresponding to the magnitude column vector AG. 
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where fs is the sampling frequency (Hz) of renewable 
energy output sample data PG; Ts is the sampling period (s). 
According to the characteristics and sampling theorem, 
fNyquist is the Nyquist frequency which is also the symmetry 
axis of the magnitude of Fourier transform result. fNyquist 
complex vectors conjugate to each other on both sides. 
Therefore, only the magnitude and frequency characteristic 
whose frequency ranges from 0 to the Nyquist frequency 
needs to be considered. 

Step 2： Calculate the smoothing output power which 
satisfies the power fluctuation constraints 

If fc1 is the cutoff frequency which is calculated through 
spectral analysis, [fc1, fNyquist] represents the high-frequency 
band that should be absorbed by the energy storage system. 
Accordingly, [fNyquist, fc2] is the symmetrical band taking 
Nyquist frequency as the symmetry axis, which shares the 
equal width with the former scale. If Atarget=[Atarget(1),…, 
Atarget(i),…, Atarget(N)]T represents the compensated 
magnitude of the output target power, then 
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for the range between the compensation frequency and 
Nyquist frequency, amplitudes of the components are set to 
be zero, while amplitudes of those outside this range remain 
unchanged. After that, the smoothing target output power 
Ptarget can be acquired by IDFT of Atarget: 
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where F-1(Atarget) indicates IDFT of Atarget. Ptarget(i) 
represents the target output power at the sampling time, 
with the unit of kW.  

The optimal ESS configuration should be selected as the 
minimum capacity which satisfies the power fluctuations 
constraints. In general, for the same band width, the 
capacity required for high-frequency portion of 
compensation of the energy storage system is less than that 
for low-frequency portion of compensation. In addition, the 
wider the band is, the larger the required storage capacity 
will be. As a result, it is better to gradually increase the 
compensation width from high frequency to low frequency 
to examine whether the output power satisfies the 
requirement and finally acquire minimum compensation 
scale, when calculating the compensation frequency. 

Step3: Determination of target output power 
The combined target output power Ptarget can be acquired 

through step 2. It can also be expressed as 
PHES_ref=[PHES_ref(1),…, PHES_ref(i),…, PHES_ref(N)]T 

     HES_ref target GP i P i P i 
  

(7) 

where PHES_ref(i) may be greater or less than 0. When it 
is positive, it means that the ESS should discharge, and vice 
versa, it should charge given the storage efficiency of ESS. 
Target output power of energy storage system should be 
distributed between the super capacitor and lithium batteries 
by considering the charge-discharge efficiency of the two 
storage media. 

III.  OPTIMAL POWER DISTRIBUTION 

In order to improve the operating performance and 
extend the life of the hybrid energy storage system, power 
fluctuations absorbed by hybrid energy storage system need 
to be properly distributed between super capacitors and 
lithium batteries. However, the process of charging and 
discharging for hybrid energy storage system requires 
consideration of both the SOC of two different energy 
storage medium. Therefore, the proportional coefficient for 
the power distribution is not easy to be accurately 
calculated. In this paper, the charge and discharge power is 
divided according to the theory of fuzzy control. The basic 
principles are that super capacitor has higher priority than 
lithium batteries in terms of charging and discharging, and 
SOC of the two storage media should not exceed the 
limitation. 

A. Fuzziness of Input, Output Variables and Determining 
the Membership Function 

The deviation of the SOC level of both super capacitor 
SSOC_SC(t) and lithium batteries SSOC_B(t) at present with 
respect to the initial state SSOC_B(0) are taken as two input 
variables for fuzzy control which are expressed by X1(t) 
and X2(t) respectively. 

 1 SOC_SC ( )X t S t    (8) 

 2 SOC_B SOC_B( ) (0)X t S t S     (9) 

The allocation factor of the hybrid energy storage 
system (t) is chosen as the output variable of fuzzy control 
model. 

When the hybrid system is being charged which means 
PHES_ref(t)<0, the membership function of input and 
output variables is demonstrated in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Membership functions of input and output variables of 

hybrid energy storage system while charging. 

When the hybrid system is being discharged, which 
means PHES_ref(t)>0, the membership function of the 
input number X1 should be modified to exploit the 
advantage of repeatedly fast charging and discharging 
characteristic and improve the discharging order priority for 
super capacitor. The modification is demonstrated in Figure 
2, while membership functions of the rest variables remain 
the same as that in Figure1. 
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Fig. 2. Membership function of input variable X1 while 

discharging 

B. Rules of Fuzzy control 

When the hybrid energy storage system is being 
charged, super capacitor is given priority to be used to 
absorb power to store enough energy and smooth power for 
the next moment. Only when the SOC of super capacitor is 
relatively high or the SOC of lithium batteries is far less 
than the initial state, the lithium batteries will absorb the 
larger amount of power. Rule of fuzzy logic control for 
hybrid energy storage system while charging is shown in 
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table 1. 
Similarly, when the hybrid energy storage system is 

discharging, super capacitor is given priority to release 
power so that the number of times that lithium batteries are 
charged and discharged is decreased. Only when the SOC 
of super capacitor is relatively low or the SOC of lithium 
batteries is far higher than the initial state, the lithium 
batteries will release the larger amount of power. Rules of 
fuzzy logic control while discharging for hybrid energy 
storage system is shown in table 2. 

Table 1. Fuzzy Logic Control Rules of Hybrid Energy Storage System 
While Charging 

  X2 
  NL NM ZE PL PM 

X1 

SS ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE 
S ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE 
M NL NL NL NM NS 
N NL NL NL NL NM 

Table 2. Fuzzy Logic Control Rules of Hybrid Energy Storage System 
While Discharging 

  X2 
  NL NM ZE PL PM 

X1 

SS PM PL PL PL PL 
S PS PM PL PL PL 
M ZE ZE ZE ZE PS 
N ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE 

 

C.  Defuzzification 

The output can be solved according to the rule of fuzzy 
algorism, which means fuzzy value of power distribution 
factors for hybrid energy storage system can be transformed 
into specific value by defuzzification algorism[21].The 
weighted average method is used in defuzzification 
algorism. 
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where μ1i(X1(t)) is the i-th membership function value 
of input variables X1(t), i is the elements of {SS, S, M, L, 
LL}; μ2j(X2(t)) is the j-th membership function value of 
input variables X2(t), j is the elements of {NL, NM, ZE, 
PM, PL};dij is the fuzzy output corresponding to the input 
variables X1i(t) and X2j(t). 

The reference power of super capacitor and lithium cell 
are respectively expressed as PSC_ref(t) and PB_ref(t), and 
they can be calculated through the following expressions: 

 SC_ref HES_ref HES_ref( ) ( ) ( )P t P t d t P t     (11) 

 B_ref HES_ref( ) - ( )P t d t P t       (12) 

The above-mentioned allocation process of ESS has not 
considered various constraints of different storage medium. 
However, in the actual operation, the SOC limitation and 
maximum charge-discharge power constraints of the super 
capacitor and the lithium battery should be considered. For 
example, if power reference value of the super capacitor 

surpasses its maximum discharge power value or state of 
charge goes beyond the limit of its range, the super 
capacitor should absorb or release the reference power as 
much as possible and the rest will be shared by the lithium 
battery, and vice versa. If energy or power exceeds the 
limitation of both storage media, the storage facilities 
should absorb or release as much reference power as they 
could, and the rest energy remains undealt with. In this 
case, there is a deviation between the output power and 
given target value of hybrid energy storage system. It will 
be introduced in next section. Figure 3 shows the optimal 
power distribution method for hybrid energy system. 

 

  

Fig. 3. Optimal power distribution method for hybrid energy 
system 

IV.  CAPACITY OPTIMIZATION 

A.  Optimization Goals and Constrains 

The larger the capacity of the energy storage system is, 
the more ideal the effect of smoothing will be, but the 
investment costs increase correspondingly. The common 
objective is to achieve the highest cost performance ratio in 
the design of energy storage system, which means obtaining 
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the best performance with minimum investment. On one 
hand, from the performing aspect, the combined smoothing 
output power is required to meet the overall system’s 
fluctuation constraints to the maximum extent. On the other 
hand, from an economic perspective, the storage system 
requires   minimum investment costs. 

Thus, the optimization objectives for the micro-grid 
hybrid energy storage system capacity can be described as 
follows: 
Obj 1: Minimize the investigation cost C total for hybrid 
energy storage system 

Minimize: total,HES P,SC SCN P,B BN E,SC SCN E,B BNC C P C P C E C E      (13) 

Obj 2: Minimize the external electric power ratio after the 
output power has been smoothed 

Minimize: 
target HES G

1
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where Ctotal,HES refers to the total investigation cost for 
the hybrid energy storage system; CP,SC, CP,B are the cost 
of unit power for the super capacitor and lithium battery. 
CP,SC, CP,B are the cost of unit capacity for the super 
capacitor and lithium battery respectively. For the second 
objective, PSCN, ESCN are rated power and capacity for the 
super capacity, while PBN, EBN similarly represent those for 
lithium battery. RE,abd is the external electric power ratio for 
the system. PHES is the combined actual output power for 
the hybrid energy storage system. 

     HES SC BP t P t P t      (15) 

Super capacitors and lithium are managed 
independently, where PSC(t), PB(t) are actual output power 
of super capacitors and lithium batteries at time t 
respectively. 

To solve the above multi-objective optimization 
problem, the first objective function is chosen as the hybrid 
energy storage system capacity optimization objective 
function, and the second objective function is transformed 
into corresponding constraints conditions using punish 
function. As a result, the model can be described by the 
following expressions. 

Objective function: to minimize the total investment 
cost for the hybrid energy storage system. 

 total,HESmin C     (16) 

Constraints: 

E,abd E,abd_permit

SCN SC SCN

BN B BN

SC,min SC SC,max

B,min B B,max

R R

P P P

P P P

SOC SOC SOC

SOC SOC SOC



  
  
  
  

  (17) 

where, RE,abd_permit (%) represents the maximum 
allowable value for the target external electric power ratio. 
SOCSC,max, SOCSC,min are allowable upper and lower limits 
for the super capacity, while SOCB,max, SOCB,min similarly 

represent the same things for lithium battery. 

B. The Solution to the Optimization Problem 

According to the optimization problem described by the 
above objective function and constraints, outer power does 
not exceed the maximum allowable percentage after 
smoothing is taken as flexible constraints, which is a 
deviation between the target value and real output power is 
allowed for the hybrid energy storage system. For this type 
of optimization problems, the genetic algorithm has better 
adaptability. The solution procedure includes the following 
steps: 

1) Initialize population. Input the number of individuals 
in the population, crossover rate, mutation rate and the 
number of iterations. Then initialize population by 
randomly generating method. Chromosome carried by each 
individual includes rated power and capacity of various 
storage media in the hybrid energy storage system. 

2) Optimize power allocation. Calculate the optimal 
power allocation based on fuzzy control method and obtain 
the SOC, maximum charge-discharge power and total 
generation power for the hybrid storage system. 

3) Calculate the value of the fitness function. Calculate 
the total investment cost of the rated power represented by 
each individual, and determine the value of fitness function 
carried by each individual chromosome. Those meet the 
requirements of the constraints have high function values, 
and those do not meet the requirement have low function 
values. 

4) Selection. Select populations which have higher 
function values and pass them to the next generation of 
their chromosomes, and eliminate those have lower values.  

5) Crossover and mutation. According to the crossover 
and mutation rate set before, put the effect of two operators 
on the population. After that, a new generation of 
chromosome will be obtained and will be transmitted to the 
next generation.   

6) Iteration. Test whether the set number of iterations 
has been reached, if it has, go to the step 7. Otherwise, 
repeat step 2 to step 5. 

7) Obtain the optimal solution. Select the rated power 
and capacity of each storage medium in the hybrid energy 
storage system corresponding to chromosome which has 
highest fitness function value during optimization process 
as the optimal configuration. 

V. CASE ANALYSE 

A micro-grid on a lake island in Jiangsu province is 
taken for example. The renewable generation output 
fluctuating power is stabilized by the hybrid energy storage 
system which is composed by super capacities and lithium 
batteries. The simulation parameters for these storage 
facilities are demonstrated in Table 3 [22]. 

Firstly, the optimal configuration for the hybrid energy 
storage system is examined by supposing the external 
output power of system RE,abd=0,which means the 
smoothed actual output power curve should be entirely 
synchronized with given target output power curve. 

Figure 4 describes the output power of the hybrid 
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energy storage system before and after system smoothing. 
Time sampling interval is 1 min. In addition, the smoothing 
target is to limit the maximum power fluctuation rate within  

Table 3. Simulation Parameters of Ultra-Capacitor and Lithumbattery 

Parameter type 
Super-

capacitor 
Lithium 
battery 

Allowable SOC range/% 25~95 20~90 

Initial SOC/% 60 55 

Discharge rate/%/min 0.01 0 

Charging and discharging efficiency 

% 
95 90 

Power unit price/[USD/kW] 250 1500 

Energy unit price/[USD/kW·h] 3000 800 

 
10%. According to the simulation results, the maximum 
fluctuation rate decreases from 33.66% to 9.26% after 
smoothing. 
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Fig. 4.  Output power for of the hybrid energy storage system 

before and after system smoothing 

Table 4. Capacity Optimization Results of  Hybrid Energy Storage 
Sytem 

Parameter type 
super-

capacitor 

Li-ion 

battery 

Hybrid 

ESS 

Rated power /kW  48.616 154.745  203.361

Rated Capacity/kWh  16.847 30.335  47.182

cost of investment/$  62,694.78 256,385.56  319,080.34

Number for charging and 

discharging 
1438  606  1440 

Number of status change  324  23  326

 
The optimal power distribution method for hybrid 

energy storage system introduced in this paper is applied, 
and the genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal 
configuration capacity for the system. The number of 
population is 50. Assume that the scale of population 
remains unchanged during the genetic evolutionary process, 
the maximum evolution number is set to be 50. The cross 
rate is 0.7, and mutation rate is 0.01. The capacity and 

power results of super capacitors and lithium batteries are 
shown in table 4. 

The output power of super capacitors and lithium 
batteries are shown in Figure 5, and thestate of charge 
fluctuations are demonstrated in figure 6. 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.  (a) Output power of super capacitors 
 (b) Output power of lithium batteries 

According to statistics, number of times that the hybrid 
energy storage system charge and discharge is 1440, and 
that of super capacitors and lithium batteries is 1438 and 
606 respectively. It indicates that the optimized power 
distribution method could effectively reduce the charge and 
discharge times of lithium batteries. In this specific case 
study, the decline rate is over 50%. Besides, what is worth 
mentioning is that if the numbers of charge-discharge state 
transformation of super capacitors and lithium batteries are 
compared, it is noted that the state of super capacitors 
changes more than 10 times often than that of lithium 
batteries. This further indicates that capacitors absorb short-
term power fluctuations and lithium batteries absorb long-
term power fluctuations. Therefore, the power distribution 
method in this paper enables the two energy storage 
mediums to take advantage of their abilities. 

As is shown in figure 6, the states of charge of super 
capacitors and lithium batteries both lie within the range of 
set limits. This means this method can effectively prevent 
the SOC of energy storage mediums from going off limits. 
Meanwhile, it helps the system maintain preferred power 
fluctuations smoothing performance. 
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(b) 

Fig. 6. (a) State of charge fluctuations of super-capacitors; 
(b) State of charge fluctuations of lithium batteries 

If the deviation between actual system output after 
hybrid ESS is smoothed and target output is allowed, RE,abd 
is not zero. Output power after smoothing when RE,abd =5% 
is shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Output power after smoothing when RE,abd =5% 

If the external power is allowable, requirements of rated 
power and capacity for hybrid ESS change correspondingly. 
Optimal configuration of hybrid ESS under circumstances 
of different external power percentages is shown in figure 
8. 

As is shown in Figure 8, with the increase of external 
power ratio, the rated power and capacity of lithium 

decreases monotonically, while the rated power of super 
capacitors increases slowly at first, and reaches its peak 
when RE,abd is between 5% and 10%, and declines rapidly 
after. At the same time, rated capacity of super capacitors 
also shows the trend of falling after rising. Therefore, when 
RE,abd is less than 10%, the super capacitors gradually 
become to dominate and the role lithium batteries play 
becomes smaller. After comprehensive comparison, the 
rated power of hybrid ESS decreases with the increase of 
external power percentage. For example, if RE,abd rises from 
0 to 5%, the rated power of hybrid ESS decreases by 
27.4%, and if RE,abd is 10%, the decrease rate is close to 
50%. The rated capacity of hybrid ESS declines at the same 
time, but is with a lower speed. 
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Fig. 8. Optimal configuration of hybrid ESS under circumstances 

of different external power percentages 

VI. CONCLUSIONS   

In this paper, power fluctuations are smoothed using 
discrete Fourier Transform. An optimal power distribution 
strategy based on fuzzy control theory is introduced. In this 
strategy, the minimum total cost is taken as the objective. 
The optimal configuration of ESS is obtained with the 
genetic algorithm. The following conclusions are obtained 
through simulation. 

1) Power smoothing method based on DFT could achieve 
fine results, and adapt to occasions with sharp power 
fluctuations; 

2) Introduced power distribution strategy enables full 
display of advantages of both storage mediums, which 
effectively decreases times of charge and discharge of 
energy-type medium. At the same time, SOC of each 
energy storage medium stay within limits; 

3) Optimization problems with flexible constraints could 
converge to optimal solution when the genetic algorithm is 
applied. If requirements of smoothing goals are 
appropriately relaxed, power and capacity of hybrid ESS 
could be reduced to a great extent which provides 
references when balancing the performance and costs of the 
system. 
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